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What is Hypothesis?
Hypothesis is a web-based social annotation tool that began in 2011 with the idea of "peerreviewing the web." It allows users to read and think together by marking up, responding
to, and highlighting passages in a shared etext.
Hypothesis emerged as a browser extension, and it is still used by many in that capacity--you can
install it in your own web browser, get a username/password, and annotate anything you find on
the web--making it accessible either just to yourself, or to the world, or to a group you're a part
of. Some websites, like my project Literature in Context, have native integrations of Hypothesis.
With Hypothesis, users can not only create enotes but also tag enotes, format them with a
WISIWYG interface, upload images or link to other websites, and reply to others.
Canvas has developed an integration with Hypothesis that enables faculty to create
assignments (graded or ungraded) featuring social annotation (or individual annotation, as
I'll discuss below), too. Students do not need to install anything, and they don't need an
account, because it all goes through the LMS.

How can you use it?
Faculty use Hypothesis in a variety of ways, but it usually involves "marking up" the text you're
working with--a website or a PDF. (I do not think this works with etextbooks, because they are
typically behind paywalls, but if you know otherwise please comment!) Here are some ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Day one: have students mark up your syllabus together! You can prompt students with a
scavenger hunt type game.
Provide readings to students and allow them to individually keep track of their notes
online.
Grade students for their active reading in a done/not done (or other) framework.
Provide reading prompts by annotating the text yourself, and having students reply to
them.
Have students read a project assignment page and ask questions.
Put students in groups to read the material together.
Identify unknown words or important concepts, whether just through highlighting or
through annotation (define the unknown words, create paraphrases of key concepts).
Ask questions of the text or compile "noticings." This is especially useful for literary
texts.
Other ideas? Put them in the comments!
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How does it integrate with Canvas?
I'll not go into specifics here--I'm assuming you just want to know how to use it in your classes!
Basically, you create an assignment, which is graded or ungraded as you like, and use an
"external integration" for submission. Here is a step-by-step guide we'll use in our session today.
1. Find a webpage you want students to read or a PDF, online, not behind a paywall. Keep it
open in your browser.
2. Go into your Canvas course--doesn't matter which. Just don't publish it if you don't want your
students to see the assignment.
3. Go to Assignments.
4. Create a new assignment. Under "Submission Type," select "External Tool" and click "Find."
Select "Hypothesis" from the alphabetical list.

5. After you hit "SELECT," another box will popup
to allow you to select your "Assignment details."
Note that you can enter the URL of a webpage or a
PDF; a PDF you've already uploaded to Canvas; or
even a Google Drive/OneNote doc. For now, select
"Enter URL of web page or PDF".
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6. Copy and paste the URL to the webpage or the online
PDF you found already into the textbox provided and click
"SUBMIT.
7. Another detail screen will appear asking if this is to be a
group assignment. For now, don't check group assignment;
just click "CONTINUE."
8. Click all the way out and back to your assignment. You'll
notice that a link is now visible in your "Submission Type"
section that starts with "https://lms.hypothes.is/lti...." Save
and publish your assignment. That's all on your side! Take
a look at my complete assignment, here:
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Student View
9. This is the page the students will see in a hypothesis assignment, unless you've opted to open
it in a new tab/window. Note that I am seeing a student comment because I'm the teacher and can
see all comments, and this is a full class annotation assignment. (That is, I haven't given it to
individual students or to a small group.) Click "Student View" from the upper right hand corner.

10. The first time a student logs on to a Hypothesis-enabled assignment in your class, they'll be
prompted to authorize the tool. As the Test Student, you see what your students will see. Click
"Authorize," and "Authorize" again.

11. Let's add a comment as a student to see what they'll go through. Find a place to highlight. See
if you can do it. Then, find a place to annotate, and add something. Be sure to look at the options
in hypothesis!
12. What will you see when you "grade" the assignment? Leave the Student View, and take
a look! You can use rubrics, and you can interact directly on the hypothesis article.
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Group Hypothesis Assignments
Let's explore doing a small group or an individually-assessed hypothesis assignment. Note that
hypothesis defaults to whole-class annotation. This means everyone can see everyone else's
annotations, which is good in many circumstances (especially for classes under 10). But you may
want to have students do this work on their own, or in small groups. To do either of these, you'll
need to create groups in Canvas.
1. Go to PEOPLE in Canvas. Select GROUP SET. I've created a small group set of 5 students
each (these 5 students can see and interact with their peers' annotations) and a group set of 1
student each (for individual private hypothesis assignments).
2. Create a group. Here are what mine look like:

3. Go to Assignments and into the Hypothesis assignment you just created. Let's associate it with
a group! Edit the assignment settings.
4. Note that you'll have to re-do the links in Submission
Type. Click "Find," "Hypothesis," and then put the URL back
in as you did above. Check the "Group assignment" box, and
note that the groups you've created will now appear.
5. Select "Continue" and go back out to the Canvas
assignment. Save/publish it. Now, it will be available to students in their groups (whether that's a
group of 1 or of 5).
Let's take the rest of the workshop time for you to play with hypothesis, or discuss with
your neighbor. What else can you imagine doing with hypothesis? If you have questions, let
me know and I'll come over to help!
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